STUDENT LEADERSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
The competition provides several opportunities for students to develop their personal skills through various
leadership opportunities. Where possible try and allocate at least one of the roles below, if not all, to pupils
during the competition. You will be asked the numbers for each role you achieved when you load your results
on Koboca.

ACTIVITY ORGANISER
Organises the equipment
Sets up the station using
the resource card / video
Helps put equipment away

OFFICIAL
Keeps count of the score
and records the result
Ensures the team is
completing the activity
correctly

MOTIVATOR
Encourages their team
during the activity
Ensure their team mates
are positive to each other
Congratulates the team at
the end!

CAN YOU ASK STUDENTS TO DEMONSTRATE SOME OF THE
SCHOOL GAMES VALUES DURING THE COMPETITION?

Let's get active!

COMPETITION PACK

The resource pack has been designed to
support teachers, TA's, apprentices &
lunchtime supervisors .

The purpose of this compeitition is to engage new audiences into taking part in competition through working as
teams and developing their agility, balance and coordination skills while having lots of fun!

https://kssp.co.uk/events/virtual-competition/
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TEACHER GUIDE - LETS GET ACTIVE.
What to do: Before the event
1) If possible show the children the video of the activities prior to the
competition (https://kssp.co.uk/events/virtual-competition/ks2/).
2) Check you have the correct equipment available in school. KSSP can
loan equipment to schools if necessary.
3) Each activity can be set up for the whole class to take part at the same time
or as a round robin with each station set up for two teams to compete against
each other.
4) Ensure you have a scoresheet for each team (alternatively write scores on
the whiteboard) and have the cards at each station.
5) Allocate children into teams of 5/6.

During the event
1) Teams can have a practice go and then a scored attempt. Each
team to keep track of own score or use leaders.
2) All activities are a team score
3) Add in music for a power play to get double points at specific
times in the session. It can be played without any Music if
preferred.
After the event
1) Keep a record of the scores
2) Repeat the activities - can they beat their scores from before
3) Enter team scores on to Kobocca, don't forget to add the numbers of leaders
you have used to your data.

Equipment required for
stations
Ability to play Music is needed if
preferred.
BasketBall Obstacle
x1 Basketballs per team
x4 Mini hurdles per team
x1 Ladders /chalk lines per team
x1 Hoop per team
x5 Cones per
Drop Zone
x3 Thrown down lines
x5 Basketballs
x5 Tennis Balls
x5 Bean Bags
x1 Measuring tape
Not in my Backyard
Cones /Line Markers
Small equipment - tennis balls, quoits,
beanbags

SUGGESTED
SET
UP
Allocate children into teams of 5/6 and provide each team with a clipboard and a team score sheet. Classes can
rotate around the activities or do all the same activities together over different sessions. These be used as a warm up
or end of session activity. If you are running this for a whole class of 30, it is suggested you have two teams at a
station each time and either, take it turns or duplicate the stations if you have enough of the equipment to do so.
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BasketBall
Obstacle

Set up the obstacle course as seen in the picture
(x5 cones, x1 agility ladder, x4 hurdles, x1 hoop).
Each player will dribble the ball around the
cones, bounce the ball between the ladder
rungs, bouncing the ball whilst running over the
hurdles. Once they reach the end marker, shoot
into the hoops - 5, 10 or 15 points (the hoop that
the ball bounces in on the FIRST bounce is the
one that is counted).
Collect the ball, dribble straight down the side
and hi-five the next person. Record the team
score at the end.

Scored Station
Which team will have the highest
combined score?

Differentiation
- Increase/Decrease the distance of
the obstacles
- Add more or less obstacles
- Allow bounce, catch, bounce if
children can't contiously dribble

Power Play
Play 30 seconds of music during the
activity - double points for baskets
scored during the music.

Drop Zone

Set up four zones, each decreasing in size.
Each player in the team, gets a basketball,
beanbag and tennis ball. Take it in turns to throw
their equipment to score points.
The aim is to drop each piece of their equipment
in a zone to score that many points.
Basketball: use a shoulder pass and it is where it
bounces first to score the points
Tennis Ball: underarm throw - which zone the
ball stops in is the amount of points they score.
Beanbag: overarm throw - which zone it lands in
for those points.
If the ball doesn't bounce, stop or land in a zone no points are scored.

Scored Station
Which team will score the most points?

Health & Safety

- Make sure that they are all
throwing in the same direction
Collect equipment once everyone
has thrown

Differentiation

-Increase/decrease the distance to
the drop zone.
Change the equipment or how it is
thrown.
Change the size of the zones

Power Play
Play 30 seconds of music during the
activity - double points scored
during this time.

Not
in
My
Backyard

Set up a large square divided into four
quadrants, (about 10mx10m).
Two teams will play each other (two players per
team at a time and rotate players for best of 3
games).
Split the team members, one in each quadrant
and explain they have to stay in their box and
can't go into another one.
Children need to clear all their equipment from
their quadrant and send it to the other teams in
2 minutes.
Each pair with the least amount of equipment
in their areas will win 5 points.
Play three times and see which team can get
the most points. Total play time approx 6 mins.

Scored Station
The team that has the least amount of
equipment in their zones gets 5 points.

Health & Safety
Throw underarm only

Differentiation

- Use equipment that won't roll
away e.g. tennis balls.
- Have a team member on the
outside sending equipment back
in

Power Play
When the music is played, teams
must swap to the other side and
take up the opposite quadrant.

